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Abstract:

In large-scale parallel job processing for cloud computing, a huge task is divided into
subtasks, which are processed independently on a cluster of machines called workers. Since
the task processing lasts until all the subtasks are completed, a slow worker machine makes
the overall task-processing time long, degrading the task-level throughput. In order to
alleviate the performance degradation, MapReduce conducts backup execution, in which the
master node schedules the remaining in-progress subtasks when the whole task operation is
close to completion. In this research, we investigate the effect of backup tasks on the task-
level throughput. We consider the backup-task scheduling in which a backup subtask for a
worker starts when the subtask-processing time of the worker reaches the deadline time. We
analyze the task-level processing-time distribution by considering the maximum subtask-
processing time among workers. The task throughput and the amount of all the workers'
processing times are derived when the worker-processing-time follows a hyper-exponential,
Weibull, and Pareto distribution. We also propose an approximate method to derive
performance measures based on extreme value theory. Numerical examples show that the
performance improvement by backup tasks significantly depends on workers' processing
time distribution.
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